indicating the existence of three classes of neurons in the olfactory bulb of the rabbit has been presented in a preliminary report (I) . The electrical activity of one class (III) is altered by certain odorous stimuli. In contrast, the activity of the other classes (I and II) is not modified by odors. Classes I and II differ in that cells of one class discharge continuously whereas those in the other discharge in synchrony with the respiratory cycle.
The present report describes in detail the electrical activities of the three different classes of cells in the olfactory bulb.
METHODS

AND APPARATUS
All experiments were performed on young adult Champagne rabbits under deep urethane anesthesia. Two kinds of preparations were used. In one, the trachea was left intact, permitting the animal to breathe normally. In the other, it was transected and a separate cannula was inserted into each end. The postnasal cannula was attached to a reduced pressure apparatus which permitted air to be drawn through the nose at intervals and frequencies independent of the animal's own inhalation cycle. The dorsal aspect of the olfactory bulbs was exposed through a small hole in the skull, and the dura was removed surgically or by tryptic digestion. Monopolar
Received for publication The air was then introduced into the purification unit where it passed through a dry ice-butyl acetate trap and glass cannisters containing activated charcoal and silica gel. The air then passed into the nosemask. An odor was introduced by passing the air stream though a liquid odorant contained in a gas diffusion bottle prior to entering the nose-mask. Either ordinary or purified air could be drawn through the nostrils of animals with a postnasal cannula. Odors were made available in the same way as for animals with an intact trachea.
OBSERVATIONS
The discharges observed were typical of those from single cells. They consisted of spikes whose duration was about I msec. and whose amplitudes were more or less constant for a given electrode position; when there was some variation in spike height, this could be traced to small intracranial oscillations of the olfactory bulbs which arose from the animal's respiratory or cardiovascular movements. Fast exposures of individual discharges show that the wave shape is remarkably constant. And finally, th the tip of the .e discharges disappeared electrode was advanced when a few micra.
The spike discharges studied were found in regions which correspond approximately to the layer of mitral cell-bodies. There was, however, no direct evidence that the discharge patterns studied were from mitral cells.
The cells most commonly encountered discharged continuously and spontaneously (
IA).
The discharge pattern of these cells (class I) bore no relationship to the animal's respiratory cycle, nor was it altered when the inhaled air was varied from room to purified air or from dry to moist air (ca. 95 o/o relative humidity j. This continuous and spontaneous type of discharge was the only kind found in animals whose tracheas had been cannulated and in which no air was drawn through the nasal passageways.
The discharge frequency varied from cell to cell, but most cells of this class had an average discharge frequency of about 10 impulses/set.
Cells of class II discharged intermittently. It was stated earlier that in the intact animal the discharge pattern of class II cells was synchronized with the respiratory cycle, occurring during inhalation (I). These cells were quiescent during the periods of exhalation and respiratory pause ( fig. I H) . This was the most common situation. Recently, however, the discharge patterns of three different cells, in two different animals, were observed to occur during exhalation.
Whether or not this is a normal type of activity for some cells will remain uncertain until more cells, exhibiting burst activity during exhalation, can be studied.
The discharge pattern of these cells was unaffected when the respiratory environment was changed from room to pure air or from dry to moist air. The number of spike discharges per burst was fairly constant for a given cell, and for most cells the average number of impulses per burst was about 20. The frequency of impulses during the burst was also quite constant ( fig. I C) . There was no evidence for an initial high frequency of discharge during the early phases of the bursts.
In the cannulated preparations, a few cells were observed which exhibited a discharge pattern analogous to that of class II cells in the intact animal.
That is, the cells were quiescent when no air passed through the nasal passageways, but when air was drawn through the nose a brief burst of activity occurred. They did not, however, continue to discharge throughout the interval that air was drawn through the nose.
Cells of class III were characterized by the fact that they responded to stimulation by one or more odors. Their nonstimulatory resting discharge patterns were found to be of at least three types. One type, like cells of class I, discharged continuously, though less regularly. During stimulation there was a slight but consistent increase in the number of impulses. A second type, like cells of class II, discharged in bursts during inhalation (intact preparation) or when air was drawn through the nasal passageways (cannulated preparation). In the intact animal there was an initial, transient increase in the duration and the number of impulses per burst. In t.he cannulated preparation the cell discharged briefly only when air containing an adequate odor was drawn through the nose. The third type was completely or very nearly quiescent, discharging noticeably only when an appropriate odor was presented to the animal ( fig. I D Class I cells can be said to discharge spontaneously, for no known external sensory stimulus is responsible for the maintenance of their electrical activity. This fact considered in conjunction with the electrical activity exhibited by the isolated olfactory bulb of the frog (2) indicates that the discharge of many cells in the olfactory bulb is independent of any afferent sensory input.
The discharge of class II cells may result from mechanical stimulation of the olfactory epithelium by air. It has been shown in fish that electrical activity in the olfactory tract appears when the exposed sensory epithelium is mechanically disturbed (3). Although the possibility of thermal excitation should not be excluded, it seems unlikely. The heat capacity of air is so low that inhaled air would be expected to reach body temperature by the time it entered the olfactory chambers. A cooling effect due to evaporation is also improbable, for a volume of inhaled air which reaches the Too few cells of class III have been studied to observe any pattern of odor-specific types. Indeed, the only noticeable tendency was that more class III cells responded to cigarette smoke than to any other odor or odor mixture. Unfortunately, cigarette smoke is an extremely complex mixture of odors, and it is unknown to which component or components the cells reacted. Since the discharge patterns of individual class III cells were modified by some odors and not others, it seems probable that odor specificity is a fundamental characteristic of I.
2.
30 the olfactory system.
